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:j_ez 
 
Open The Specified .eZ File In eZ 
 
Description: 

This utility opens a given eZ (.ez) file in Sigma Design's eZ. The given file must exist. 
 
 
Level: 
 2s 
 
Syntax: 
 :j_ez;=File 
 
 
Global Variables: 
 smn_transfer 
 
 
Arguments: 
 
 File (string) 

The .ez file to be opened in eZ. ARRIS will prompt for the desired file with the 
choices of 'EXIT' and 'BROWSE'. If just the <Enter> key or 'EXIT' is given, the 
program exits with no further action. If 'BROWSE' is given, the program allows 
you to browse the computer file system for the desired .ez file. 

 
 
Example: 
 

:j_ez;='C:\arris_users\myuser\myfile.ez' 
   

In this example the "myfile.ez" given will be opened in eZ. 
 
 
Notes: 
  

1. The program uses the environment variable GREZ to determine the location of the eZ 
program as set in the Environment Defaults file. This environment variable may be set 
using the Environment Defaults Manager, or by editing the environment defaults 
(arris.ini) file by hand. If the GREZ environment variable is not set, the program to be 
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used to open the file is determined by the computer registry for opening .ez files. The eZ 
program must be installed on your computer. 

 
2. The given file is opened in eZ using the $scall1 utility and a background call. The 

Windows system focus will be on the eZ document You may continue in ARRIS by 
closing the eZ program or by clicking back to the ARRIS window. 

 
3. The smn_transfer global variable is used to pass the eZ command executable and file 

path through the :j_delim utility to set the file path delimiters to single backslashes. 
Refer to the documentation for :j_delim. 

 
4. Sigma Design's eZ Sketchbook is the only program that will currently read .ez files. This 

program must be installed on your computer in order for the :j_ez utility to work. 
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